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A Frequency Transformation for Co-Designed

Multi-Passband/Multi-Embedded-Notch RF Filters

Roberto Gómez-Garcı́a, Senior Member, IEEE, Li Yang, Member, IEEE,

and Dimitra Psychogiou, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A class of multi-resonant RF filtering stage that

exhibits a multi-band bandpass filtering transfer function with

embedded in-band notches is presented. It is derived from

the application of a composed lowpass-to-multi-passband/multi-

stopband frequency transformation that converts the normal-

ized lowpass prototype into the proposed multi-passband/multi-

embedded-notch filtering cell. Thus, when employed in higher-

order filtering networks, high-selectivity multi-band bandpass-

filter (BPF) counterparts with embedded in-band stopbands are

synthesized. Furthermore, two different approaches for out-

of-band transmission-zero (TZ) generation in these type of

filters to achieve sharp-rejection characteristics into them are

detailed. The operational foundations of the engineered multi-

passband/multi-embedded-notch filtering stage are described,

along with several illustrative first-to-multi-order theoretical

design examples with/without stopband TZs. Moreover, for

experimental-demonstration purposes, a proof-of-concept mi-

crostrip prototype of a third-order dual-band BPF with two and

one embedded notches in its lower and upper transmission bands,

respectively, is manufactured and characterized.

Index Terms—Bandpass filter (BPF), bandstop filter (BSF), mi-

crostrip filter, microwave filter, multi-band filter, multi-functional

filter, notch filter, planar filter, RF filter, transmission zero (TZ).

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern multi-standard high-frequency transceivers must

process multiple RF signals in the same module while access-

ing a highly-congested radio spectrum. As such, the need for

advanced pre-selection microwave filters with various pass-

bands (multi-RF-signal acquisition) and multi-notched-band

capability (multi-interference suppression) is highly desired

in emerging RF multi-standard interference-dominant telecom-

munication scenarios, including multi-band multi-carrier com-

munication systems. However, prior-art multi-band filters

have focused on multi-passband (e.g., [1]–[7] for single-

ended and differential-mode/balanced topologies) or multi-

stopband (e.g., [8]–[10]) applications separately, with almost

no examples joining both functionalities—apart from their
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Fig. 1. Normalized coupling-routing diagram of the proposed N -
passband/M -embedded-notch filtering stage after applying the frequency
transformation Ω → F(Ω) in (1) over a normalized lowpass resonating node
(black circles: resonating nodes; grey circles: zero-susceptance non-resonating
nodes; continuous lines: couplings; YR(Ω) and YMR(Ω): input admittances
of the lowpass resonator and the multi-resonant cell, respectively).

direct in-series cascade which increases circuit size and in-

sertion loss. On the other hand, the integration of in-band

notches—frequency-static, switchable, or spectrally-agile ones

either with reflective-type or absorptive/reflectionless nature—

in bandpass filters (BPFs) has been mostly restricted to

single-band designs [11]–[15].

A multi-resonant RF filtering stage with co-designed multi-

passband/multi-embedded-notch response is reported. This

double-behavior filtering cell is applied to the realization of

high-order filtering networks with/without stopband transmi-

ssion zeros (TZs), which can exhibit an arbitrary number of

passbands and in-band notches. When compared to the in-

series cascade connection of a multi-passband and various in-

band-notch filtering units to realize the same composite filter-

ing transfer function, smaller circuit size is achieved through

this filter design methodology as several admittance inverters

are shared/reused by both filtering functionalities. The theo-

retical foundations of this co-designed RF filter approach by

using frequency-transformation and coupling-routing-diagram

techniques—analytical framework that is general for any

analog-circuit technology and frequency band [16]—are de-

tailed in Section II. In Section III, a dual-passband/triple-in-

band-notch filter prototype is built in microstrip technology

and tested for experimental-validation purposes.

II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

This section presents the theoretical operational principles

of the proposed co-designed multi-passband/multi-embedded-

notch RF filtering stage. Afterwards, in-series-cascade designs

for higher-order filter realizations and two different strategies
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Fig. 2. Examples of theoretical power transmission (|S21|) and reflection
(|S11|) responses of the normalized coupling-routing diagram associated to
the proposed N -passband/M -embedded-notch filtering stage in Fig. 1. (a)

N = M = 2: Ω1 = −5, Ω2 = 5, Ωn1 = −5, Ωn2 = 5, and JA1 =
JA2 = JB1 = JB2 = 1. (b) N = M = 2: Ω1 = −5, Ω2 = 5, Ωn1 = −5,
Ωn2 = 5, JA1 = 1.4, JA2 = 1, JB1 = 1.2, and JB2 = 0.7. (c) N = 2
and M = 3: Ω1 = −5, Ω2 = 5, Ωn1 = −6, Ωn2 = −4, Ωn3 = 5,
JA1 = 1.4, JA2 = 1, JB1 = 1.2, JB2 = 0.7, and JB3 = 0.7. (d)
N = M = 2: Ω1 = −2, Ω2 = 2, Ωn1 = −3, Ωn2 = 3, JA1 = JA2 = 1,
and JB1 = JB2 = 1.3.

to create TZs in their filtering transfer functions in order to

achieve sharp-rejection properties into them are detailed. In all

cases, supportive theoretical design examples are provided.

A. Multi-Passband/Multi-Embedded-Notch Filtering Stage

The normalized coupling-routing diagram of the proposed

multi-passband/multi-embedded-notch filtering stage for a re-

alization with N transmission bands and M in-band stopbands

is shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, following an analogous the-

oretical formalism as in other past works on multi-band filter

synthesis although without co-designed multi-passband/multi-

in-band-notch generation—e.g., [19] and [20]—, it is derived

from applying the following two-term frequency transforma-

tion Ω → F(Ω) over a normalized lowpass resonating node:

Ω → F(Ω) =

(
N∑

i=1

JAi

2

Ω− Ωi

)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Multi-passband term

−
M∑

k=1

JBk

2

Ω− Ωnk

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Multi-notch term

, (1)

which results on a multi-resonant structure with a multi-

passband and a multi-notch sub-cell—i.e., YR(Ω) turns out

to be YMR(Ω) in Fig. 1 after applying Ω → F(Ω) to

YR(Ω). Here, Ω is the normalized frequency, Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,ΩN

(Ω1 < Ω2 < . . . < ΩN ) are the normalized resonant

frequencies of the resonating nodes in the multi-passband

sub-cell (i.e., center frequencies of the first-order passbands

Fig. 3. Normalized coupling-routing diagram of a Kth-order filter using the
in-series cascade connection of K replicas of the N -passband/M -embedded-
notch filtering stage in Fig. 1.

when no in-band notches are created), Ωn1,Ωn2, . . . ,ΩnM

(Ωn1 < Ωn2 < . . . < ΩnM ) are the normalized resonant

frequencies of the resonating nodes in the multi-embedded-

notch sub-cell (i.e., center frequencies of the in-band notches),

JA1, JA2, . . . , JAN are the normalized admittance-inversion

constants in the multi-passband sub-cell, JB1, JB2, . . . , JBM

are the normalized admittance-inversion constants in the multi-

embedded-notch sub-cell, and Y0 = 1/Z0 is the reference

admittance for normalization.

For illustration purposes, several examples of theoretically-

synthesized power transmission and reflection responses by

means of the coupling-routing diagram in Fig. 1 associated to

the conceived multi-passband/multi-embedded-notch filtering

stage when arranged in transmission mode—unitary normal-

ized admittance inverters to the source and the load are used—

are depicted in Fig. 2. Specifically, Fig. 2(a) and (b) show

spectrally-symmetrical and asymmetrical dual-passband pro-

files with an embedded notch in each band, respectively. Fig.

2(c) corresponds to a dual-passband example with two embed-

ded notches in the lower band and one notch in the upper band.

Finally, Fig. 2(d) proves how two passbands and two embed-

ded notches can be closely allocated to produce a quadruple-

passband filtering profile with TZs between all passbands.

It should be noticed that, in addition to the TZs associated to

the in-band notches, stopband TZs are created by the multi-

passband part between each pair of contiguous transmission

bands. The formulas for the normalized frequencies of these

TZs for the cases N = 2 (i.e., dual-passband case: Ωz) and

N = 3 (i.e., triple-passband case: Ωz1 and Ωz2) are as follows:

N = 2 : Ωz =
JA1

2
Ω2 + JA2

2
Ω1

JA1

2
+ JA2

2
(2)

N = 3 : Ωz1,Ωz2 =
b∓

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
, (3)

a = JA1

2
+ JA2

2
+ JA3

2

b = JA1

2
(Ω2 +Ω3) + JA2

2
(Ω1 +Ω3) + JA3

2
(Ω1 +Ω2)

c = JA1

2
Ω2Ω3 + JA2

2
Ω1Ω3 + JA3

2
Ω1Ω2.

B. Higher-Order Filter Designs

By in-series cascading several replicas of the multi-

passband/multi-embedded-notch filtering stage suggested in
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K

-20 dB

-3 dB

-3 dB

Fig. 4. Examples of theoretical power transmission (|S21|) and reflection
(|S11|) responses of the normalized coupling-routing diagram associated to
the N -passband/M -embedded-notch Kth-order filter in Fig. 3 for K = 1, 2,
and 3 (K = 1: J1 = J2 = 1; K = 2: J1 = J3 = 1.133 and J2 = 1.42;
K = 3: J1 = J4 = 1.24 and J2 = J3 = 1.35; in all cases, N = M = 2,
Ω1 = −5, Ω2 = 5, Ωn1 = −5, Ωn2 = 5, and JA1 = JA2 = JB1 =
JB2 = 1).

Fig. 1, higher-order realizations of this filter concept can be

designed. This is shown in Fig. 3, where the normalized

coupling-routing diagram of a Kth-order filtering network is

provided (J1, J2, . . . , JK+1 are the normalized admittance-

inversion constants of the admittance inverters used to cascade

the stages between them and with the source and the load).

Associated to the filtering scheme given in Fig. 3 for

N = M = 2—i.e., dual-passband case with an embedded

notch inside each transmission band—, examples of theoretical

power transmission and reflection responses for K = 1, 2, and

3 are drawn in Fig. 4. These equiripple-type examples were

designed to exhibit the same 3-dB bandwidth for the passbands

and the embedded stopbands, as well as minimum in-band

power-matching levels of 20 dB for K = 2 and 3. As can be

seen, higher selectivity and stopband-suppression levels are

obtained as K is increased, as well as flatter passband ranges.

C. Sharp-Rejection Filters With Stopband TZs

Multi-stage filter arrangements with several out-of-band TZs

based on the multi-passband/multi-embedded-notch filtering

block proposed in Fig. 1 can also be realized to obtain sharp-

rejection filtering characteristics into them. To this aim, two

distinct TZ-generation approaches can be exploited, as detailed

below:

• From the in-series-cascade multi-stage filter scheme in

Fig. 3, TZs can be created by producing cross coupling

between the non-resonating nodes of the multi-passband

sub-cells of adjacent multi-resonant filtering sections.

This is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) for a three-stage dual-band

BPF example with two embedded notches within each

passband (i.e., N = 2, M = 4, and K = 3). As proven

in Fig 5(b) in which illustrative power transmission

and reflection responses with minimum in-band power-

matching levels of 20 dB are represented, one additional

TZ below/above the lower/upper passbands and two

more TZs between them are created. Note that, in this

case, no frequency transformation can be applied over

an initial normalized lowpass network to derive the filter

scheme in Fig. 5(a), since the cross coupling is gener-

Fig. 5. Third-order filter with two passbands and two embedded notches
in each transmission band and stopband TZs: cross coupling between non-
resonating nodes of multi-passband sub-cells of adjacent multi-resonant fil-
tering sections. (a) Normalized coupling-routing diagram (dashed lines: cross
couplings with normalized admittance-inversion constant JC ). (b) Example
of theoretical power transmission (|S21|) and reflection (|S11|) responses
(N = 2, M = 4, and K = 3: Ω1 = −5, Ω2 = 5, Ωn1 = −5.8,
Ωn2 = −4.7, Ωn3 = 4.7, Ωn4 = 5.8, JA1 = JA2 = 1, JB1 = JB2 =
JB3 = JB4 = 0.5, J1 = J4 = 1.26, J2 = J3 = 1.4, and JC = −0.1).

ated between those non-resonating nodes of each stage

different from the ones acting as input/output nodes.

• Triples, quadruplets, or other classes of traditional cross-

coupled filter schemes with stopband TZs in the nor-

malized lowpass domain can be transformed through

(1) in their multi-passband/multi-embedded-notch filter

counterparts. This is exemplified in Fig. 6(a) for a triplet,

where the action of the frequency transformation in

(1) also converts the input/output zero-susceptance non-

resonating nodes of each stage into non-zero susceptance

ones (the value of the normalized susceptance is related

to the normalized resonant frequency of the associated

resonating node in the normalized lowpass network). A

triple-passband example with an embedded notch at each

passband and additional stopband TZs is provided in Fig.

6(b). As can be seen, it is derived from applying (1) over

an optimization-based equiriple-type normalized lowpass

design with minimum in-band power-matching level of

20 dB and one TZ at the lower stopband.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To corroborate the practical viability of the devised multi-

passband/multi-embedded-notch filtering stage in higher-order

filter realization, a proof-of-concept microstrip prototype of a

third-order dual-band BPF with two notches embedded within

the lower passband and one notch inserted within the upper

transmission band has been manufactured and characterized.

To implement the resonating nodes, open-ended half-wave-

length transmission-line resonators were employed, whereas

the admittance inverters in the multi-passband and multi-

notch sub-cells were realized by means of half-wavelength
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Fig. 6. Triplet in the normalized frequency domain and associated triple-
passband/triple-embedded-notch filtering network after applying (1) for
N = M = 3. (a) Normalized coupling-routing diagrams (grey circles
with cross inside: non-zero-susceptance non-resonating nodes). (b) Example
of theoretical power transmission (|S21|) and reflection (|S11|) responses
(N = M = K = 3: Ω1 = −8, Ω2 = 0, Ω3 = 8, Ωn1 = −8, Ωn2 = 0,
Ωn3 = 8, ΩA = ΩC = 0.2, ΩB = −0.47, JA1 = JA2 = JA3 = 1,
JB1 = JB2 = JB3 = 0.7, J1 = J4 = 1.2, J2 = J3 = 1.18, and
JC = −0.55).

transmission-line segments and lumped capacitors, respec-

tively. For a more-compact design, one half of the resonating

lines plus their adjacent transmission-line inverters in the

multi-passband sub-cells were finally absorbed. Well-known

filter-design techniques involving lowpass-to-bandpass-domain

frequency transformation and admittance scaling were used

as prior steps to pass from the corresponding normalized

coupling-routing diagram (i.e., Fig. 3 for N = 2, M = 3, and

K = 3) to this microwave-technology realization [17], [18].

The layout and a photograph of the developed microstrip

prototype, along with indication of physical dimensions, are

shown in Fig. 7. Its simulated (with Ansys HFSS) and

Fig. 7. Layout with associated equivalent coupling-routing diagram
and photograph of the manufactured microstrip prototype (Rogers 4003C
substrate: relative dielectric permittivity εr = 3.38, dielectric thickness
H = 1.524 mm, metal thickness t = 17.8 µm, and dielectric loss tangent
tan(δD) = 0.0027; lumped capacitors: 0.5 pF (±0.25 pF as tolerance);
dimensions, in mm—w stands for width and l for inner length of microstrip-
line segments—: wa = 3.38, la = 19.7, wb = 2.67, lb = 29, wc = 0.8,
lc = 24.3, wd = 3.38, ld = 30, we = 10.95, le = 35.6,, wf = 10.95,
lf = 31.1, wg = 9.03, lg = 25.6, wh = 11.03, lh = 41.5, wi = 2.47,
li = 65.4, wj = 2.47, lj = 84.3, wk = 2.47, and lk = 88.7).

Fig. 8. Simulated and measured power transmission (|S21|), reflection
(|S11|), and in-band group-delay (τg ) responses of the manufactured mi-
crostrip prototype. (a) |S21| and |S11|. (b) τg .

measured (with a Keysight 5224A network analyzer) power-

transmission, reflection, and in-band group-delay responses

are drawn in Fig. 8, which are in close agreement. Some

minor discrepancies observed between predicted and exper-

imental results in terms of a slight frequency shifting of

the embedded in-band notches are mostly attributed to the

tolerances of the lumped capacitors. The main measured

characteristics of the built filter prototype for the three and

two sub-transmission-bands in which the overall lower and

upper passbands are split, respectively, are as follows: center
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frequencies of 0.91 GHz, 1.02 GHz, 1.08 GHz, 1.28 GHz,

and 1.38 GHz, 3-dB absolute bandwidths equal to 70 MHz,

45 MHz, 45 MHz, 27 MHz, and 65 MHz (i.e., equal to 7.7%,

4.4%, 4.2%, 2.1%, and 4.7% in relative terms), minimum

power-insertion-loss levels of 1 dB, 1.3 dB, 1.2 dB, 3.2 dB,

and 1.5 dB, and in-band power-matching levels above 9 dB,

12.8 dB, 16.4 dB, 24.8 dB, 21 dB. The measured maximum

in-band group-delay variations for these sub-passbands are

23.3 ns, 17.2 ns, 16.6 ns, 6.3 ns, and 14 ns. The two lower and

the upper embedded in-band notches exhibit center frequencies

of 0.96 GHz, 1.05 GHz, and 1.32 GHz and rejection depths

of 43.4 dB, 38.7 dB, and 54.2 dB, respectively.

Finally, Table I provides a comparison of the built dual-

passband/triple-in-band-notch BPF prototype with other prior-

art RF BPFs with multi-band and/or multi-notch behavior.

As shown, the proposed filter configuration allows for higher

number of passbands and rejection bands to be obtained.

TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH OTHER PRIOR-ART

MULTI-BAND/MULTI-NOTCH BPFS

Ref. Type Number of Number Number of

of BPF sub-passbands of TZs notched bands

Fig. 7 Third-order 3 3 0

in [5] triple-band

Fig. 10 Second-order 2 5 0

in [7] dual-band

Fig. 17 Wide-band 3† 6 2

in [11]

Fig. 5 Wide-band 3† 6 2

in [12]

Fig. 8 Wide-band 3† 4 2

in [13]

Fig. 13 Wide-band 3† 6 2

in [14]

Figs. 13 and 21 Wide-band 2† 5 1

in [15]

This Third-order 5† 7 3

work dual-band

†Sub-passbands attained by splitting the main passband(s) with the
notch(es).

IV. CONCLUSION

An original class of co-designed multi-passband/multi-

embedded-notch RF filtering stage and its coupling-routing-

diagram formulation have been reported. Its theoretical use-

fulness in the design of higher-order RF filters with/without

TZs and exhibiting various passbands and inserted in-band

stopbands has been verified. Furthermore, for experimental-

validation purposes, a third-order microstrip prototype of dual-

passband filter with two and one embedded stopbands in the

lower and upper transmission bands, respectively, has been

successfully constructed and characterized. Note finally that,

although here applied to an RF transmission-line-based im-

plementation, the expounded approach for co-designed multi-

passband/multi-embedded-notch filters is general for any other

analog-circuit technology (e.g., lumped-element, integrated-

circuit, or 3D-waveguide ones) and frequency range.
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